PULL TAB & BONUS PRIZE PULL TAB
GAME CONDITIONS

1.

RULES AND REGULATIONS
PULL TAB is governed by the Rules and Regulations Respecting Lotteries and Gaming of
the British Columbia Lottery Corporation (“BCLC”) which include limitations of liability
and are available from BCLC upon request.

2.

ISSUANCE OF TICKETS
To participate, a person pays the authorized retailer the amount printed on the selected
PULL TAB ticket, or inserts into a gaming machine the amount displayed on the gaming
machine whereupon a ticket will then be issued showing the game name, the prize
legend showing the Winning Selections, number of prizes per category and prize
amount(s), Bonus Prize(s) if applicable, playing instructions/directions, game number
and other relevant information. The number of PULL TAB tickets per PULL TAB game
and the types of PULL TAB games that may be issued and/or distributed is unlimited and
within the sole and absolute discretion of BCLC.

3.

RESULTS
A predetermined number of PULL TAB winning and non-winning tickets are contained
in a game supplied by BCLC to an authorized retailer. Additional prizes may be
randomly available (“Bonus Prizes”). The PULL TAB tickets within that game are
identified with the same game number and game name. Games that offer Bonus Prizes
are marked. On the back of each ticket are three (3) or more tabs (windows) that when
opened or removed reveal symbols or prize amounts that when matched as indicated by
the instructions on the ticket to the prize legend showing the Winning Selections, wins a
prize(s).

4.

WINNING SELECTIONS
The symbols, numbers, prize amounts or other markings uncovered after opening or
removing the tabs (windows) on the back of the ticket must exactly match the Winning
Selections in the prize legend on the face of each such ticket and must conform to the
playing instructions/directions on the face of each such ticket.

5.

WINNING TICKET
Any valid ticket bearing Winning Selections identified in Section 4 is a Winning Ticket
and entitles its holder(s) to claim from the authorized retailer, for each Winning Selection, a
prize corresponding to the prize legend listed on the face of that ticket. Any valid ticket
bearing the specific Winning Selection identified in Section 4 as a Bonus Prize is a
Winning Ticket. Bonus Prizes must be claimed directly from BCLC.
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6.

PRIZES
The prizes available to be won vary for each PULL TAB game. The prize legend showing
the Winning Selection on the face of each PULL TAB ticket includes the prize categories
and the number of prizes per category. Bonus Prizes are randomly distributed in
applicable games. BCLC reserves the right to substitute a vehicle prize, a trip prize,
experiential prize, chance prize or a merchandize prize with one of equal or greater value
or offer a cash alternative prize in lieu of a vehicle prize, trip prize, experiential or
merchandise prize.

7.

PRIZE CLAIM
Prizes must be accepted as awarded and must be claimed, except Bonus Prizes, from
the authorized retailer, who sold the Winning Ticket and must be claimed within the
time specified as posted at that selling retailer's premises.
Bonus Prizes must be claimed directly from BCLC in the manner stated on the ticket.

8.

LIMITATIONS
Each PULL TAB game is printed containing a predetermined number of winning and nonwinning tickets except Bonus Prizes which are randomly distributed. The prizes within
each PULL TAB game diminish as awarded and at the time of purchase some or all of the
prizes offered by the PULL TAB game may have already been won.
Payment of all prizes on Winning Tickets with exception of the Bonus Prizes is the
responsibility of the authorized retailer who sold the Winning Ticket to the player.
All Winning Tickets are subject to validation before payment.

9.

EXPIRATION of BONUS PRIZING
Bonus Prize Pull Tabs must be claimed prior to the expiry date as announced by BCLC.
Expired tickets are void.
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